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Doctoral thesis studied OA
through bibliometric
measurement methods

• Publisher-provided OA
(OA in journals)

• Author-provided OA
(OA elsewhere on the web)



Open Access is constantly evolving
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Scientific communication & publishing

» The total number of researchers producing publications
has been constantly increasing. Articles are also
increasingly co-authored (Plume & van Weijen 2014).

» Annual Articles
1.3 million in 2003 -> 2.4 million in 2013

» Avg. number of authors/article
3.5 in 2003 -> 4.15 in 2013

» Elite journals are no longer as dominating as they used
to be in publishing cited articles, there is a trend towards
a more competitive landscape (Acharya et al 2014).



Overarching trend in OA: GROWTH
» There are now over 10 000 peer-reviewed Open

Access journals publishing in excess of 350 000
articles annually.

» More and more articles published in subscription
journals are finding their way to the open web.

» The number of mandates for OA has steadily
been growing among research institutions (283)
as well as among research funders (90).

(Laakso & Björk 2012;doaj.org; roarmap.eprints.org)



However, free author-provided OA still has
room to grow

» Around 20% of subscription-journal articles
available somewhere on the open web
(Björk et al 2013).

» Large variations in uptake between
scientific disciplines

» According to recent measurements growth
in self-archiving has not been as fast as
among publisher-provided mechanisms
(Archambault 2013).

» Over 80% of published articles could be
uploaded to institutional repositories or
author homepages after 12 months of
publication (Laakso 2014).



Knowing is half the battle [citation needed]

» Publisher agreements are only one aspect, defining the
theoretical maximum of sustainable self-archived OA

» Author awareness & attitudes ultimately influence what
articles are uploaded to the web

AwarenessAwareness

AttitudesAttitudes



Publishers are not passive observers

» Publisher copyright policies not set in
stone, movement towards increased
restriction to be observed
(aoasg.org.au).

» Competition facilitates balance

» Financial incentives to push authors
covered by OA mandates towards paid
alternatives in their portfolio (e.g.
hybrid OA, OA journal)



The rise of academic social networks

» Both positive and negative aspects for OA

+ Increase discoverability of scientific content

+ Raise awareness for benefits of OA

+ Provide usage metrics to authors

- Publisher copyright agreements seldom
acknowledge their existence (Laakso 2014)

- “Walled gardens” of access to content

- Long-term persistence not ensured



Hybrid Open Access

» Subscription-based journals offering authors the option to
make their individual article OA on the publishers website
through author-side payment. ~ $3000 USD per article

» Journals offering a hybrid OA option were recently
estimated to total over 4 300 with a total output of around
12 000 hybrid OA articles (Björk 2012)

» Strong indications of increased adoption in 2013
(Hanken ongoing research)

» Paying Twice?



Mega-journals

» Broad inclusive scope, peer-review focus mainly
on validity & reliability

» Scalable editorial and peer review processes
» Defy many of the traditional notions of what a

journal is
» Good scientific quality track record so far
» What is the next?



“Predatory” OA Journals

» The adoption of the author-payment model has
attracted questionable entrepreneurs to the field
of scientific journal publishing space
(scholarlyoa.com/publishers)

» Over 10 000 known journals currently which are
of dubious scientific integrity
(in-progress research at Hanken)



Mechanisms for quality control are improving

» The flooded market can make it hard for
legitimate journal initiatives to attract quality
submissions

» Initiatives have been started in order to create
some form of transparent quality standard

» With age journals build up credibility and a
transparent track record



Emerging trends?

Evolving academic reward systemsEvolving academic reward systems

Refinement of author-fee funding mechanismsRefinement of author-fee funding mechanisms

Growth in OA from Open Science initiativesGrowth in OA from Open Science initiatives



Trends come and go but
Open Access is always in style

Thank You!

Happy #OAweek
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